In recent years, manufacturing industry has been characterised by a decreased production range and a demand for a rapid change of production programs. In such conditions holding equipment costs are considerably larger. In this paper, we review and analyze possible ways of business improvement concerning holding equipment in specific production conditions characterized by the decreased production range and lack of financial sources for applying systems of assembled and disassembled equipment. Classification of elements and group of elements of those systems is performed by applying a new fuzzy ABC method presented in this paper. Selected optimization criteria describe the performance measures of elements and group of elements of assembled and disassembled equipment whereas their relative weights are not the same. It is assumed that the values of imprecise optimization criteria and their relative weights are described by discrete fuzzy numbers. The developed procedure is illustrated by an example with real input data.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems in manufacturing is concerned with the use of special holding equipment [10] . The importance of this problem is explained in the following: geometrical accuracy of machining and quality of machined surface depend on holding equipment. Secondly, costs and launching time for new products and production program also depend upon costs, design time and manufacturing time for holding equipment. They are applied in high repetition and mass production. However, even in those conditions, there are many problems of design and manufacturing of the holding equipment.
In conditions of decreased production range, using of special holding equipment is not economically justified because the unit price of a product is increased. In these cases, as well as, in repetition and piece production, applying of assembled and disassembled-modular system of equipment (in further ADMSE) is economically justified. ADMSE are known as BAUCASTEN, UMA (Universal Assemble Tools) and other systems in industry. These ADMSE are characterised by high flexibility and short assembling time. Many problems exist in applying of these ADMSE: (1) lack of financial resources needed for initial investment in this equipment, (2) majority of developed systems of assembling and disassembling equipment are not stable enough; degree of mechanization and automation is not sufficient, (3) assembling of ADMES is complex, specially in cases of complex equipment, which consists of several thousands of standard elements.
Not taking into consideration the analyzed problems in applying of ADMSE, these ADMSE are widely used in industrially developed countries ([15] , [16] , [17] , [18] ).
Business problems concerning the holding equipment in manufacturing a decreased production range are significant [11] . Introduction of expensive assembling and disassembling equipment systems is almost impossible, considering the level of the required initial financial investment. The authors suggest gradual introduction of ADMSE into production.
If this approach is adopted, ADMSE should be developed gradually in the firms. Design of ADMSE is based on: (1) maximum use of standard and typical elements and (2) minimum of special-dressed elements. In each construction, participation of specialdressed elements should be smaller. In this way, element base would be gradually filled and in period of several years it would become flexible assembling and disassembling equipment system. The question is which elements and group of elements are the most important with respect to unit prices, flexibility and quantity in flexible systems.
In decreased range industries, which are characteristic for less developed countries, improvement in holding business is attained through gradual replacement of special holding equipment by ADMSE. In the observed business environment, the authors claim that it is necessary to determine the importance of ADMSE, first, and then the supply are carried out by giving priorities to the most important elements. This way of supplying is important from the aspect of the needed financial investments and from the aspect concerning dynamics of transition from special to flexible equipment.
In this paper, ranking problem of elements and group of elements of ADMSE by applying fuzzy ABC method is considered. In the classical ABC method based on Pareto analyses, classification is carried out by respecting one optimization criterion. The values of optimization criterion are deterministic. Also, management judgements have to describe more realistically: by random numbers, fuzzy sets, rough sets, etc. In this paper, modelling of uncertainties is based on the fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy approach is used in the cases where sources of uncertainties and impreciseness of any kind exist.
In literature papers may be found describing the ABC with uncertain data ( [4] , [7] , [12] ). In paper [7] management values, unit prices and demand are described by triangular fuzzy numbers. In paper [4] , unit prices and volume demand are described by continuous fuzzy numbers whose membership functions are in the shape of parabola and logistic curve, respectively. In both papers ( [4] , [7] ), the single criterion used for making classification is "annual value" and its defuzzification is done in the first step of ABC method. In paper [12] the procedure for classification of different kinds of gasoline is developed by using a fuzzy ABC method.
In this paper we suppose the following:
(1) We consider the problem of classification of elements and group of elements (further called items) from which in the process of assembling different kinds of ADMSE is produced; (2) The number of items is defined according to expert judgments; (3) Optimization criteria have different relative importance; (4) The optimization criteria for each item have imprecise values. The values of uncertain optimization criteria can be described by fuzzy numbers. This paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2, the problem statement of ranking items is presented. In Section 3, the optimization criteria are defined and values of imprecise optimization criteria are described by discrete fuzzy numbers. Calculation of optimization criteria weights is based on a concept of equal possibilities and it is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, a new approach in ABC classification method is presented. The proposed procedure is illustrated by an example given in Section 5.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The mathematical model for ranking elements of ADMSE is developed under the following assumptions: 1. Generally, we consider different items from which in the process of assembling ADMSE is produced. They are presented by set { }
is the considered item. Total number of considered items is I. Number value I is determined by engineers according to the kind and complexity of the ADMSE.
2. Each item is described by attributes. They are denoted by a set K= { }
, of indices of the criteria. Total number of optimization criteria is K. Their values can be either crisp or imprecise. In this paper, three optimization criteria are associated: unit price, flexibility and demand. 3. As it is known, the optimization criteria can be either of the benefit or of the cost type. According to classification, which is given in [13] , unit price is a cost criterion. Flexibility and demand are the benefit criteria.
In general, the relative importance of each criterion
There are a number of techniques to assess the weights of optimization criteria [8] . This paper illustrates the use of comparison pair matrix of relative criteria importance. It is assumed that elements of this matrix are discrete fuzzy numbers. The procedure for calculating the optimization criteria weighted vector is presented in Section 3.
The problem of elements' estimate can be represented in a matrix form: 
for each column k ( ∈ k K) are linguistic and are modelled by discrete fuzzy numbers. The problem is to rank all elements of ADMSE with respect to all criteria, simultaneously, taking into account the type of each criterion and its relative importance.
MODELLING OF UNCERTAINTIES
In this Section, the following uncertainties are treated: optimization criteria values and optimization criteria weights. Modelling of these uncertainties is based on fuzzy the set theory. All the uncertainties that appear in the considered problem are described by the discrete fuzzy numbers. Why we opted for discrete fuzzy numbers? We used discrete membership function in order to avoid analytic considerations and to apply "digital way of thinking" [6] .
Modelling of optimization criteria values
The following optimization criteria are associated to each element of ADMSE: unit price, flexibility and demand. Unit price and demand are the crisp values.
Flexibility
The term flexibility denotes the ability to adapt. In this paper, flexibility of considered item denotes the possibility of installing the item into different ADMSE.
It is supposed that the flexibility can be described by the three linguistic descriptors: "small", "medium" and "large" which are modelled by discrete fuzzy
, respectively. Values of domains of fuzzy numbers
are defined in the set of integers which belongs to interval [1, 9] , so that number 1 denotes the smallest and number 9 denotes the largest flexibility. The membership functions of these discrete fuzzy numbers are determined by applying the individual estimation by experts.
In this paper, the flexibility as discrete fuzzy numbers are:
Calculation of optimization criteria weights
It is assumed that the relative importance of a pair of optimization criteria (k, ∈ ' k K) is defined by three linguistic descriptors: "less important" (k is less important than ' k ), "important" (k is not as important as ' k ) and "very important" (k is much more important than ' k ) which is modelled by discrete fuzzy numbers
respectively. The domain of each discrete fuzzy number
is an integer, which belongs to the interval [1, 9] . The scale { } 9 ,..., 1 is defined in the prototype Saaty scale measurement [9] . Value 1 denotes that the relative importance of criterion k (k∈K) 
NEW FUZZY ABC METHOD
A new algorithm for multi criteria estimation and ranking of elements of ADMSE is proposed. In this Section, we consider the following sub problems: for all columns k∈K which correspond to the linguistic criteria.
are modelled by the discrete fuzzy numbers on the rules of fuzzy algebra.
4. Applying ABC method with uncertain data. ABC method with uncertain data is performed in three steps like the classical ABC method.
Step 4.1. In this step the criterion value, based on which we perform the ranking is ĩ G (i=1,..,I) for each considered item. The value is obtained according to the following expression [2] :
Step 4.2. We first calculate the relative value of the ranking criterion for each considered item, ) I ,.., 1 i ( g ĩ = as:
Then we crank items according to the calculated values ) I ,..,
, in such a way that the first place belongs to an item that has the highest value ) I ,.., 1 i ( g ĩ = , while at the last place one can find the item to which the lowest value of ) I ,.., 1 i ( g ĩ = is associated. The items ranking is based on determination of the measure of belief that the fuzzy number ) I ,..,
is better than all other fuzzy numbers [8] . Also, in this step we calculate the cumulative values of the ranking criteria, ) I ,.., 1 i ( cf ĩ = which are also described by the fuzzy numbers based on the fuzzy algebra rules, [14] . , it gives items that are of the highest importance for treated problem and they are the A group items. These items need to have strict attention of management. Items that have "mean" value for assembling of flexible equipment are the B group items and are calculated from condition ) I ,..,
. Item management is based on the use of already developed models. The remaining items from the set of considered items are of the least importance for treated problem regarding the considered criteria and respecting their weights. These are the C group items.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider an example where all the elements of ADMSE can be divided into seven groups: floor places, body equipment, base elements, elements for conducting of cutting tools, holding elements, special dressed elements and standard elements. These elements are denoted by a set A= { } 7 1 a ,..., a . One of the most important tasks in the management of ADMSE in the conditions of the decreased production range is to determine the optimal supply strategy, so the limited financial sources could be used in the best way. On the other hand, rapid dynamics of replacement of special equipment by ADMSE can be fulfilled if the supply strategy is determined as: priority of supplying the ADMSE groups is determined according to their importance. Further is presented the classification procedure of the flexible devices groups by applying a new fuzzy ABC method. • In this paper, the optimization criteria are: unit price, flexibility and demand. The relative importance of each pair criteria is defined by 1:2="less important", 1:3="very important" and 2:3="important". It should be mentioned that 1:2 means the relative importance of unit price to flexibility, up to 2:3, which means the relative importance flexibility to demand. The comparison pair matrix of relative importance of the criteria is presented: • " t a n " " t a n " " tan "
Data entry
less impor t very impor t impor t − ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ − ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ − ⎣ ⎦
Determining the values of data entry
The procedure of determining the optimization criteria weights is described in Section 3. 
Classification of items by fuzzy ABC methods
Ranking of elements and group elements of ADMSE is performed by applying the new fuzzy ABC method presented in this paper.
Step 1. Value ĩ G for each considered item is: 
